The Health Research Department at UCC is working in collaboration with UW-Madison on a Falls Prevention project with our seniors. We are in need of the following donations for use during the falls prevention class, new or used:

- Empty Vitamin D bottles
- Empty Calcium Supplement bottles
- Empty Multivitamin bottles
- Cane
- Bedside Touch Lamp
- Fluorescent energy-saving light bulbs
- Nightlight
- Mats for slippery tiles
- Bathtub mat (slip-resistant)
- Bathtub stripes
- Indoor/Outdoor tread for step edges
- Carpet Tape
- Scotch reflective tape
- Reflective gear for walking outside
- Flashlight
- Whistle
- Rubber Tips – for canes
- Grabber/reacher
- Cordless Telephone
- Pill box

For more information contact Marcia Villa at mvilla@unitedcc.org or 414-384-3100

All donations can be dropped off at the:
United Community Center
1028 S. 9th St.
Milwaukee, WI 53204